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Good afternoon, everyone.  My portion of the presentation will focus on the revisions TRLN recently made in 2012 to the TRLN Licensing Principles and Guidelines.  But first, before I dive into a discussion of these revisions, I would like to provide  a quick overview of the talk.   



Overview 

• Background for TRLN and Licensing Principles 
• Pressure points influencing change 
• Review of latest revisions to principles 
• How these latest revisions are applied at the 

local institutional level 
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The presentation will provide background information about TRLN and Licensing PrinciplesI will discuss briefly the Pressure points influencing the need for revisions.  Then I’ll review of latest revisions to the principles guidelines and How these latest revisions are applied at the local institutional level



 Triangle Research Libraries Network 
(TRLN) - Background 

• Regional Consortium  
• Membership: UNC-CH, Duke, NCCU, NCSU 
• Collaborative collection building, licensing,  
• Role of TRLN Electronic Resources Committee 
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 TRLN or the Triangle Research Libraries Network is a regional consortium, whose membership consists of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Duke University, North Carolina Central University in Durham and North Carolina State University in Raleigh.  TRLN has a long history of collaboration in the areas of collection development, consortial licensing , and integrated discovery and delivery services.Currently, I serve as chair for the Electronic Resources Committee  or ERC, which is a sub-committee of the TRLN Collections Council.  This group is responsible for licensing , curating and managing e-resource deals for TRLN.    



Principled Licensing 

• Flexibility to manage 
collections 

• Control over costs 
and subscriptions 

• Fair use rights, 
archival access 

• Summary of benefits 
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In 2004, the TRLN Electronic Resources Committee (ERC) documented licensing principles and guidelines for the shared acquisition of electronic resources. These principles, endorsed by the TRLN Executive Committee (composed of all four library directors as well as the executive director for TRLN) , are intended to promote best practices in licensing electronic resources within the consortium and to facilitate members’ efforts to preserve the traditional rights of scholars under copyright law. Essentially, the TRLN Licensing principles and guidelines also provide a framework for TRLN license negotiationsKey components of these guidelines include the need to: Maintain flexible management of each institutions collectionBy Allowing  for flexible selectionAnd Allowing for the ability to respond to changing budgetary realitiesThey also include the need to negotiate appropriate business models that control subscription costs through inflation price caps, controlled fees and negotiated discountsThese guidelines also protect user rights provided for under copyright law or ensuring archival accessWithin the context of our negotiation experiences, members of TRLN ERC have continued to  create model language and provided suggested revisions to this document as new concerns ariseWe also keep an eye out for opportunities to use SERU (Shared Electronic resources Understanding) where we can (One example is our deal with Springer)Through use of these principles TRLN members have been able to locally manage cost and contentWe have created customized business models and realized cost savings by negotiating for more content for less than the costs would have been for individual institutions. 



Pressure points 

• Ebooks:  Beyond Print 
• Evolution in scholarly 

communication – Open 
Access 

• Realizing the benefits of 
electronic 
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As more and more e-resources have become available, especially ebooks, new barriers have come into play that prevent institutions from managing their collections locally or in ways that allow for shared access within a consortial environment.  The TRLN Beyond Print symposium hosted in Chapel Hill in 2012 (and funded by Mellon) attempted to look into these concerns further and bring consortia and vendors together to discuss pressures in the market specific to ebooks.  In particular, the group examined  e-book purchase models with restrictions on ILL or resource sharing even within the consortia.  This group also explored new and mutually sustainable models as research libraries make the print to electronic transition.  Another aim of this effort was to develop new licensing terms for the cooperative acquisition of e-books.  Other changes within the scholarly communication environment also influenced the need for revised license principles including the Open Access movement, concern over author’s rights and retaining copyright in addition to the development of institutional repositories.  Finally, the very nature of electronic resources has become more explicit.  Researchers and students alike want to tap the advantages that e-content provides over print.  Realizing the benefits of electronic was another influence on the TRLN revisions.  In composing these revisions, we also reviewed the 2008 report of the University of California Libraries Task Force on E-books entitled “Guiding Principles for Collecting Books in Electronic Format”, which does an outstanding job of outlining many of these issues.   In the committee’s review we did find that many of the existing principles in our document held true for ebooks.  Consequently, the revisions I will review are in addition to the core principles already established.  



Revisions: Ebooks • Purchasing model 
language for ebooks  

• Pricing principles for new 
editions 

• Ability to choose from 
publisher-supported 
platforms for delivery of 
content 

• Consistent across 
publisher-supported 
platforms  
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So, I’ve broken up our revisions into several larger categories – the first being ebooks.   We did insert additional language involving purchasing models for ebooks.  We felt that TRLN libraries should have the flexibility to purchase ebooks in ways that best suit their institutional populations in order to create collections tailored to their use populations.  Varied purchase options such as Demand-Driven Acquisitions and lease-to-own for ebooks should be supported.With budgets stretched thin, publishers should also be conscientious about what constitutes a new edition.  “In the case of ebooks, changes that constitute a new edition should be substantive and transparent, and pricing for these updates should be realistic.”One member library commented on their experience purchasing the newest e-edition of a reference work, where they could not decipher or gain enough information from the publisher to determine the changes that were made in the new edition.  In addition, member libraries felt strongly that publishers should provide support for multiple platforms, and the content of an ebook should be consistent across these platforms.  Members related experiences where ebook packages were available on the publisher platform but single title purchases through their DDA program were only available on a third party platform such as ebrary or EBL.  Libraries would like the option to chose from the platforms supported by the publisher for access to their content.  In addition,  no matter which platform is chosen, the purchased content should be consistent (including images, charts, and other materials…)   



Revisions: Use of content 

• Scholarly sharing 
language  

• Language about 
non-commercial 
academic use for all 
materials 

• Privacy restrictions 
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Several of the revisions  focused on patron use of content.  -The TRLN guidelines were updated to explicitly state support for “scholarly sharing of reasonable amounts of content with third party colleagues.” -In addition, non-commercial use of e-resource content should not require additional permissions or have additional barriers to access.  Authorized patrons should have full access to the subscribed content.  For instance, registration by patrons who would like to customize their experience on the provider site should not be required for the user.  Potential barriers for access to content for authorized users should be kept to a minimum.   Furthermore, even if patrons choose to register in order to have access to custom feature, “any personally identifying user information shared with a provider should be kept strictly confidential and not shared with or sold to any 3rd party, including “vendor partners”.”   As use of materials becomes more “trackable,” protecting the privacy of our users becomes even more important.   



Revisions: Advantages of ‘E’ –  
Re-conceptualizing acceptable use 

• DRM-free and 
downloading to 
mobile devices  

• Text-mining  
• Retaining e-access 

while materials are on 
loan 
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Much of our discussion also centered around fully utilizing the benefits of having access to content in electronic format.  We also wanted to meet users where they are in terms of how they digest content.  Much of our user populations are device-dependent and we wanted to accommodate how they consume information.  For instance, users should be able to take advantage of the electronic nature of e-book content and download and use this content on mobile devices.Consequently, DRM-free formats ( like .epub) are highly preferred.  And any DRM controls applied to ebooks should not restrict an authorized users’ ability to transfer an ebook to any number of their personal computing devicesIn addition, with a critical mass of content available electronically and searchable, there is an increasing need to support research efforts that require text mining.   TRLN licensing principles provide a definition of text or data mining , which is the process of systematically extracting information or data from within the Licensed Materials by means of automated scripts or computer programs. And the principles noted that a license agreement should grant authorized users the right to conduct research employing data or text mining– in order to form new hypotheses based on the Licensed Materials.”Finally, the one last revision concerns e-access to materials while on loan.  Often in discussion surrounding “ILL” of electronic resources, there is a tendency to treat “e” like “p” by limiting access to the electronic content to the borrower.   The TRLN principles argues that “wherever possible, the lending institution should retain access to electronic content that is on loan.”  This again allows users to realize the benefits of e-content.  



Revisions:  Open Access 
The right to post to IRs  
Author pays language (preventing 
double-dipping) 
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I suspect that many of us are monitoring the often daily conversations about open access and the transformation of scholarly communication on the liblicense list serve and the Scholarly Kitchen.   And many of us probably think about what roles libraries play in this iterative transformation.  The TRLN guidelines include a few revisions that support the roles that libraries currently play and advocate for awareness of the impact of various OA models.   .  -Language was added that a license will grant each member library the right to post to its institutional repository articles authored by institutionally supported researchers.    In addition, language was also added to influence publisher practices as they evolve and manage OA content, especially hybrid OA options where institutions still pay for subscriptions as individual articles within those subscriptions become open access through author-pays fees.  Our primary concern was double-dipping, where the publisher receives payment for articles through library-subscriptions as well as author-pays fees. The TRLN revision states that “In the event that Licensor offers an author-pays option of payment, Licensee reserves the right to request proportional fee reductions (in the next subscription year) per each author-pays article in the Licensed Materials.  The licensor should inform the libraries of the number of author-pays articles published each year and the amount of the reduction of fees prior to the renewal of the agreement.” One of our member libraries just commented that they were pleased to note that their latest billing statement from a particular publisher included OA credit for the articles within their subscriptions that are now openly available.    



Revision:  Management data 

• Language requiring 
the provision of clear 
title lists 

• Sharing Usage Data 
within the consortium 

• Added 
Portico/LOCKSS 
language (A6 
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As our institutions become more reliant on vendor services and their data, we also want to ensure the accuracy of the data provided.   In addition, the importance of management data to ensure access to content and to allow for evaluation of content has become increasing critical in an e-collections environment.  Along those lines, one addition to the principles was provision of clear title list information.   In addition,  to allow for better management of consortial packages, the publisher should allow the sharing of usage data. “TRLN member libraries reserve the right to share usage data among the member institutions.”  Another area of electronic resource management is managing perpetual and archival access.  Specific stipulations were noted in the principles and guidelines about archival access through Portico and LOCKSS  or another acceptable non-profit third party archive for the purpose of ensuring that the content will be preserved and available in the event it is no longer offered by the Licensor or a successor publisher.”   



Where the rubber meets the road… 
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So, let me finish up by talking about where the rubber meets the road….  That is, how are these principles and guidelines applied at the institutional level.  The TRLN Principles and Guidelines are guidelines but not requirements.They can be used to shape and re-frame the negotiation process, but each institution still has to determine their local “must-have’s” and balance the rest of the terms of the contract to determine if the license is acceptable.  As one of my colleagues used to say, license negotiation is an art and not a science.    However, these adopted principles will definitely help to re-shape the conversation about licensing e-resources.    



Questions? 

Maria Collins 
Maria_Collins@ncsu.edu 
919-515-3188 

mailto:Maria_Collins@ncsu.edu
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